
                                             THE BUS SONG

Bus driver: Good morning everybody! I’m the bus driver and this is my
bus.

1ª estrofa (Rolls hands over each other)

Passenger 1:Oh! Today is raining.
Bus driver: Yes, and the wippers on the bus go “swish,swish,swish”

2ª estrofa

Passenger 2: I want to get off. I will ring the bell.
Passenger 3: Yes, the bell on the bus goes ding,ding ding

3ª estrofa

Passenger4: Bye, Bye.
Bus driver: See you later.

Passenger5: Thank you.
Passenger6: Good morning. It’s raining.
Pasenger C: The door on the bus goes open and shut…

        4ª estrofa

Passenger 7: Where’s my handbag?
                      How much is the the ticket?
Bus driver: 1 euro.
Children: The money on the bus goes clink,clink,clink…

5ª estrofa

Passenger 8: How are you this morning?
Bus driver: Fine thanks.
Passenger 9: Wait. I can’t close my umbrella.  Stop, stop….

Bus driver: Please  move on back!
Passenger 10: The driver says we have to move back.



6ª estrofa

Children 2: I’m sick. The bus moves a lot.

7ª estrofa

Driver: I want to turn right.
Passenger 11: the signals on the bus go blink, blink, blink…

8ª estrofa

Passenger 12: He’s too faster.
Passenger 13: The motor on the bus goes zoom, zoom, zoom

9ª estrofa

Passenger 14: It seems the driver is nervous.
                       The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep…

Passenger 1,2: What happen?  Is the driver mad?
                         The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep

10ª estrofa

Baby: wah, wah, wah!!!!
Mother: Don’t cry! We’ll arive at home soon.
Passenger 15: The bay on the bus saus wah, wah, wah…

11ª estrofa

Passenger 16: Be quiet, please! The baby is scared.
Passenger 17: Yes, there’s a lot of noisy.

12ª estrofa

Mother: Oh! Oh! I love you! You’re lovely!
Passenger 18: The mommy on the bus says: “I love you. I love you…..

13ª estrofa

Bus driver: And this is the story of one day in my bus.




